
“One click and you are mine”
Jasper Oosterman - Data Scientist



Data Science @ Sanoma

Data analyst then and now Data scientist



The field of ”data” 

Platform, 
Data Warehouse Reporting

Modeling,
Prediction

Data Collection 
& Preparation

Interpretation Prescription,
Automation

DATA ANALYST

DATA ENGINEER DATA SCIENTIST



Let's talk about the data

Sanoma Analytics Collector



“Who has seen what”
“Read articles, watched videos, clicked products”

“Who has contacted Sanoma”
“Email, phone, letters, web forms”

“Who has Sanoma contacted”
“Email campagnes, telephone campagnes, direct mailings, winback ”

What do we know?



“Content someone is 
interested in ”

“Entertainment videos, American football, 
long/short videos, home deco”

“Customers that are unhappy with their
current subscription”

“Price driven, age driven, topic driven”

What do we *really* know?



Case: Churn Prediction
@ VTWonen



VTWonen: a strong cross-media brand

§ Magazine
§ Webshop
§ Shop partnership (Karwei)
§ TV (”Zelf aan de slag”, 

“Verbouwen of verhuizen”)
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Newsletter opt-outs

Analysis of potential data sources

Customer

Subscription

Customer Services

Invoice

ARPU

KTO

NPS



§

“Goal VTWonen campaign:
A happier customer when 
the phone is put down.



“No wakeup effect”
“Churn also reduced for customers with low churn scores.”

“Logical churn scores”
“Control groups with higher cancellation % also

have higher churn scores.”

“Successful campaign”
“Overall churn was 9,6% compared to 13,6% in control group.”

“Timing is important”
“5% cancelled before they were contacted.”

Key findings



Churn reduction VTWonen 3 months after happy call
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Case: Video recommendation
@ Nu.nl



Video recommendations, wherefore art thou?



“Outperform editorial 
recommendations”

“Current situation: manually curated lists of topic-related videos”

“Personalized recommendations”
“Users should see recommendation that fit their interest. 
Unknown/new users should also see recommendations”

“Increase total video views”
“Not only increase CTR on the recommendation block, but actually
increase the total amount of videos watched”

Goals



Additional 
parameters can 
be added to 
enhance 
performance

Algorithm: a combination of relevant features

Inputs

Applicable to

Parameter 
weight

Similarity

§ Content that contains 
text, e.g. articles or 
textual listings 

§ User topic model + 
content topic model

§ High

Recency

§ Content with time-
based declining 
relevance, e.g. news 
but not background 
articles 

§ Publication date of 
content

§ Low

Popularity

§ All content

§ View counts per time 
period (hours/days), 
site or network based

§ Medium

Behavioural data

§ All content

§ User-item matrix 
(e.g. "who viewed 
what")

§ High

The bayesian optimization algorithm auto-
optimizes parameters so we do not need to do 

manual AB testing of the variations



Experimental results: Data Science wins!
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“One click and you are mine”
Jasper Oosterman - Data Scientist


